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Sixty normally-hearing listeners, ages 5 to 61 years, participated in a monaural speech
understanding task designed to assess the impact of a single-talker speech masker presented to the
opposite ear. The speech targets were masked by ipsilateral speech-spectrum noise. Masker level
was fixed and target level was varied to estimate psychometric functions. The target/masker ratio
that led to 51% correct performance in this task was taken as the baseline threshold. The impact of
a modulated speech-spectrum noise, a male talker, or a female talker presented at a fixed level to the
contralateral ear was quantified by the change in the baseline threshold and was assumed to reflect
informational masking. The modulated-noise masker produced no informational masking across the
entire age range. Speech maskers produced as much as 20 dB of informational masking for children
aged 5–8 years and only 4 dB for adults. In contrast with previous studies using ipsilateral speech
maskers, the male and female contralateral speech maskers produced comparable informational
masking. Analyses of the developmental rate of change for informational masking and of the
patterns of individual differences suggest that the informational masking produced by contralateral
and ipsilateral maskers may be mediated by different mechanisms or processes.
© 2010 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3436536�
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a multi-source acoustical environment, selectively at-
tending to one sound source and ignoring the others repre-
sents a significant challenge to the human auditory system.
The acoustical waveforms from all sources mix linearly be-
fore they reach the ears, so it is up to the brain to parse the
auditory scene and extract the attended source. For normally
hearing adults this process seems effortless and automatic
unless the environment is extremely noisy. However, for
children and for individuals with hearing impairment, even a
small amount of certain kinds of noise can interfere signifi-
cantly with the scene analysis and selective attention pro-
cesses. This is especially troublesome for young children
who typically rely on auditory input for language develop-
ment.

Research on the mechanisms and processes that sub-
serve auditory scene analysis and selective attention has yet
to produce a detailed understanding of what brain mecha-
nisms are involved and how they work. However, there is a
substantial body of evidence from behavioral studies on the
stimulus parameters that favor successful auditory selective
attention and on those that create the most interference.
Much of this evidence has come from studies of auditory
masking, in which one or more sounds constituting the
“masker” interfere with the detection or recognition of a tar-
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get sound, often called the “signal.” The amount of masking
is estimated by calculating the difference in performance �in
a detection or recognition task� between conditions in which
the masker is either present or absent.

Bandpass filter models of the auditory periphery �Moore
and Glasberg, 1987� have been very successful at predicting
the amount of masking produced by a wide variety of
maskers, mostly steady-state noises and tone complexes. The
amount of masking predicted by the bandpass filter models is
based on the masker energy in a frequency region surround-
ing the signal; thus, it is called “energetic masking.”

Recent research has shown that, when masker compo-
nents are random from presentation to presentation or when
there is a high degree of similarity between signal and
masker �e.g., when both are speech�, a qualitatively and
quantitatively different kind of masking is produced. This
masking, produced by masker uncertainty or signal-masker
similarity, is called “informational masking” �Pollack, 1975�.
One of the most dramatic demonstrations of the qualitative
and quantitative differences between energetic and informa-
tional masking is found in the research of Neff and col-
leagues �Neff, 1995; Neff and Dethlefs, 1995; Neff and
Green, 1987�, who reported as much as 30 dB of excess
masking �above that predicted by bandpass filter models� of
a sinusoidal signal by a random multi-tone complex. More-
over, unlike typical results with energetic maskers, Neff and
Dethlefs �1995� also reported large individual differences in
susceptibility to informational masking. These findings have
been replicated and modeled by Oh and Lutfi �1998� and

many others.
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Informational masking of speech targets has been stud-
ied extensively using a paradigm known as the Coordinate
Response Measure, or CRM �Brungart, 2001b; Brungart
et al., 2006; Brungart and Simpson, 2002b; Brungart and
Simpson, 2004; Brungart and Simpson, 2007; Brungart
et al., 2001�. In CRM experiments, a listener attends to a
target speech signal which is masked by one or more speech
messages that are similar in structure to the target. The
maskers are either in the same voice as the target, a different
voice of the same gender as the target, or a voice of a differ-
ent gender as the target. They are presented either in the
same ear as the target, in the other ear, or in both ears. The
results from the CRM studies constitute a valuable catalog of
informational masking effects, from which three major find-
ings emerge: �1� no informational masking is produced by a
noise that has both a temporal envelope and long-term spec-
trum similar to a speech masker; �2� much more informa-
tional masking is produced by a masker in the same voice as
the target, less by a masker of the same gender but different
voice, and much less by a masker of a different gender; �3� a
masker presented to the non-target ear produces less infor-
mational masking than one presented to the target ear. The
effects reported in the Brungart studies have been replicated
by others, using both the CRM and other paradigms �Bal-
akrishnan and Freyman, 2008; Freyman et al., 2001; Frey-
man et al., 2007; Freyman et al., 1999; Helfer and Freyman,
2008; Humes et al., 2006; Wightman and Kistler, 2005;
Wightman et al., 2006�

Informational masking almost certainly plays a role in
everyday speech communication, such as in environments
that include one or more speech masker sounds. A school
classroom is an example of such a noisy environment, one in
which speech communication is extremely important. For
this reason, recent research in our laboratory has focused on
informational masking in children. Experiments have used
tonal signals and maskers �Oh et al., 2001; Wightman
et al., 2003� and speech targets and maskers �Wightman and
Kistler, 2005; Wightman et al., 2006�. The results suggest
that children are considerably more susceptible to informa-
tional masking than adults, but that the main factors influ-
encing the amount of informational masking �uncertainty and
target-masker similarity� are the same in children as in
adults. The speech experiments used the CRM paradigm and
our results from adult listeners are comparable to those ob-
tained by Brungart and Simpson �2002b, 2004, 2005�.

One factor that can complicate interpretation of the re-
sults obtained from speech informational masking studies is
the fact that a speech masker can produce both energetic and
informational masking, thus confounding measures of the
amount of alone. For example, the CRM task, which mea-
sures recognition of a speech message in the presence of a
simultaneous speech masker, must include some energetic
masking if the speech target and masker overlap spectrally
and temporally. In research reported by Brungart and col-
leagues �Brungart, 2001b; Brungart et al., 2006; Brungart
and Simpson, 2002b; Brungart et al., 2001�, the estimated
energetic masking component was small so it was ignored.

However, it is possible that it cannot be ignored in studies of
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young children, who typically demonstrate elevated ener-
getic masking �Elliott, 1979; Fallon et al., 2000; Fallon et al.,
2002; Hall et al., 2002; Stuart, 2008�.

A masking paradigm in which the target and masker are
presented to different ears represents an effective way to iso-
late informational from energetic masking. It is highly un-
likely that a speech masker presented to one ear has any
measurable energetic masking effect on the recognition of a
target presented to the other ear. Thus, any masking produced
by the contralateral masker should be entirely informational.
A previous study with tonal targets and maskers �Wightman
et al., 2003� focused on conditions in which targets were
presented to one ear and maskers were presented to the op-
posite ear. Adults showed no masking at all in these condi-
tions �target thresholds were the same as with no masker
present�, but children showed substantial masking, which
was interpreted as entirely informational. In a comparable
experiment with tonal targets and maskers, Hall et al. �2005�
came to the same conclusions. One of the motivations of the
current experiment, in which the speech target and speech
masker were presented to opposite ears, was to follow-up
and extend the previous studies, with the aim of tracking the
developmental changes in the informational masking pro-
duced by a contralateral speech masker.

In an earlier study of speech on speech masking from
our laboratory �Wightman and Kistler, 2005�, a contralateral
masker was combined with an ipsilateral masker, in a para-
digm modeled after one designed by Brungart and Simpson
�2002b�. For adult listeners, in both the Brungart and Simp-
son study and our own, the added contralateral speech
masker had a modest degrading effect on performance, espe-
cially at target/masker �T/M� ratios less than 0 dB. A con-
tralateral noise masker added to the ipsilateral speech masker
had no effect. Similar results have been reported by Kidd
et al. �2003� in a study using tonal targets and maskers and in
a recent study of speech masking reported by Brungart and
Simpson �2007�, which examined the effect of target-masker
similarity in the ipsilateral and contralateral stimuli. For the
children in our study, although the amount of ipsilateral in-
formational masking was much greater than for the adults,
the effect of the added contralateral speech masker appeared
to be about the same as for the adults.

Measuring the impact of a contralateral speech masker
that is combined with an ipsilateral speech masker is com-
plicated because many of the psychometric functions from
the ipsilateral masker condition are non-monotonic. This
non-monotonicity, which has been previously reported
�Brungart and Simpson, 2002b; Wightman and Kistler,
2005�, is thought to result from the listener adopting a strat-
egy of “listening to the softer voice” when the target is
slightly less intense than the masker. Thus, performance at
T/M ratios as low as �10 dB is equal to or even better than
performance at a 0 dB T/M ratio. Because the non-
monotonicity disappears when a contralateral masker is
added, the impact of the contralateral masker cannot be de-
scribed as a simple shift of the psychometric function toward

poorer performance. The fact that the non-monotonicity does
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not appear in the ipsilateral-only psychometric functions of
young children further complicates comparison of the effect
of a contralateral masker across age groups.

The research reported here addresses both the age-
dependency of the informational masking produced by a
contralateral speech masker and individual differences in the
amount of informational masking. The absence of an ipsilat-
eral speech masker eliminates the non-monotonicity of the
psychometric functions and isolates any informational mask-
ing obtained to that produced by the contralateral masker. In
order to establish a common baseline from which to estimate
the contralateral informational masking contribution, we
measure speech recognition performance in the presence of
an ipsilateral speech spectrum noise, which is assumed to be
a purely energetic masker. The level of the ipsilateral masker
and the contralateral masker �when present� were held con-
stant, and the level of the target was varied to map out a
psychometric function. The threshold target/masker ratio
�51% correct� with no contralateral masker provided an esti-
mate of baseline performance. The impact of adding a con-
tralateral masker is expressed in terms of the resulting dB
shift in the target/masker threshold. This paradigm is identi-
cal to that used in one of the conditions studied by Brungart
and Simpson �2002b, Fig. 4�.

The main advantage of the simple dichotic listening
paradigm for studying age effects and individual differences
is that the amount of informational masking for each listener
is expressed in terms of the dB shift at a constant perfor-
mance level �threshold, or 51% correct�. This assumes that
the ipsilateral energetic masking and the contralateral infor-
mational masking simply add in dB, an assumption that is
common in studies of informational masking and is predicted
in models of tonal informational masking �Kidd et al., 2005;
Lutfi, 1990�. In many previous studies the amount of infor-
mational masking is inferred because ceiling effects prohibit
a measure of performance without the informational masker.
For example, in studies with a target message and a masker
message presented to the same ear, performance with the
masker absent is close to perfect �Brungart and Simpson,
2002b; Kidd et al., 2005�. This complicates interpretation of
either individual differences in informational masking or age
effects because of the fact that ceiling performance levels
may obscure important differences �especially between
adults and children� in task demands or difficulty. Thus, even
if two listeners achieve 100% correct performance in quiet,
one listener may appear to be less resistant than another to
informational masking because the task in quiet was more
difficult for that listener. In the paradigm used here, if the
task demands or difficulty in the baseline �no informational
masking� condition are greater for young children, the base-
line �energetic masking� threshold data will reveal that. The
shift in threshold caused by the contralateral masker will
then provide a measure of informational masking that is less
contaminated by age-dependent task demands.

Few previous studies of informational masking with
speech targets have specifically addressed the issue of indi-
vidual differences in normally hearing adults or children
�Leech et al., 2007�. This is surprising given that studies with

tonal stimuli have emphasized individual differences �Lutfi
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et al., 2003; Neff and Dethlefs, 1995�. In fact, as mentioned
earlier, one of the defining characteristics of informational,
as contrasted with energetic, masking is individual differ-
ences. Our previous work �Lutfi et al., 2003; Wightman
et al., 2003� has suggested that individual differences in in-
formational masking may be larger in children than in adults.
Thus, the second aim of the current study was to test a
sample of children and adults large enough to permit explicit
analyses of individual differences across a wide age range.
The hope was that comparison of the patterns of individual
differences with a contralateral masker �in this study� and
with an ipsilateral masker �in previous studies� would reveal
aspects of the processing strategies used by listeners in the
two conditions and thus, might inform theories of selective
attention and its development.

II. METHODS

A. Listeners

Twenty-four adults, ages 19–61 years, and 36 children,
ages 5–16 years, participated in the experiment. Six addi-
tional adults did not return after the first session so their data
are not included here. All children who were initially re-
cruited completed the experiment. Participants were re-
cruited by advertisements on the University of Louisville
electronic bulletin board and through ads posted on bulletin
boards in public and private schools. Participants were paid
$8/hr. All participants were required to pass a 20 dB HL
audiometric screening at octave frequencies 250–8000 Hz
and have normal middle ear function as confirmed by routine
tympanometry. Participants who were reported to have atten-
tional problems or a diagnosis of ADD or ADHD were ex-
cluded

B. Stimuli

The speech targets and maskers used here were the same
as those used in the “Coordinate Response Measure” �CRM�
experiments reported by Brungart and colleagues �Brungart,
2001a, 2001b; Brungart et al., 2006; Brungart and Simpson,
2002b; Brungart and Simpson, 2004; Brungart and Simpson,
2007; Brungart et al., 2005� and in those previously con-
ducted in our laboratory �Wightman and Kistler, 2005;
Wightman et al., 2006�. The CRM involves a task in which
listeners are asked to attend to a spoken target message of the
form, “Ready call sign, go to color number now.” and to
respond by indicating the color and number included in the
target message. The CRM corpus contains 2048 digitally re-
corded messages by eight talkers using eight call signs, four
colors and eight numbers �Bolia et al., 2000�. In this experi-
ment the target “call sign” was always “Baron” and the target
talker was male talker #0. The target color and number were
chosen randomly on each trial, from a set of four colors
�“red,”� “blue,” “green,” and “white”� and eight numbers �1–
8�. Thus, chance performance was approximately 3% �1/32.�
The speech masker messages had exactly the same form as
the target but a different talker, call sign, color, and number,
randomly selected on each trial. Target and masker messages
were temporally aligned at the beginning and were roughly

the same total duration.
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Four stimulus conditions were tested in this experiment.
All conditions involved trials in which a single target mes-
sage and a speech spectrum noise were presented to the lis-
tener’s right ear. The speech spectrum noise was a 3.2 s
Gaussian noise filtered by the long-term average spectrum of
all of the CRM messages. The onset of the noise was 500 ms
prior to the onset of the speech and the offset was roughly
500 ms after the offset of the speech. In the monaural control
condition, no stimulus was presented to the left ear. In male
and female contralateral masker conditions, the masker
phrase was presented to the left ear. In the male masker
condition, the masker talker was randomly chosen from the
remaining three talkers and in the female masker condition,
from the four female talkers. A second control condition in-
volved presentation of a modulated speech spectrum noise to
the left ear with no added speech masker. The noise was
amplitude modulated by the envelope of a different female
CRM speech message on each trial.

The overall level of the ipsilateral speech spectrum noise
was fixed at 55 dB SPL. The contralateral speech masker or
modulated noise masker was presented at the same fixed
level. The level of the target was varied randomly from trial
to trial in 5 dB steps in order to allow estimation of a com-
plete psychometric function �performance from near chance
to 100% correct� for each listener in each condition. Depend-
ing on the listener and the condition, the target/masker ratio
varied from �20 to +20 dB. The relatively low level for the
ipsilateral noise masker was chosen because some young
children required signal levels more than 20 dB above the
noise level to reach 100% correct performance. The peak
factor in the CRM corpus was close to 20 dB, and we chose
to limit the maximum sound level to 95 dB SPL.

All stimuli were digitally generated and converted to
analog form �44 100 Hz sample rate� via the 24-bit D/A con-
verters on a two-channel PC soundcard �CardDeluxe�. Tar-
gets were attenuated and mixed digitally from trial to trial.
The stimuli were presented to listeners using calibrated
Beyer DT990-Pro headphones. Listeners were tested in a
double-walled sound booth �Acoustic Systems� in which the
ambient sound level was less than 20 dBA.

C. Procedure

The CRM task requires listeners to attend to the target
talker �identified in the phrase “ready Baron”�, ignoring the
masker talker �e.g., “ready Tango”�, if present, and respond
with the color and number indicated in the target talker sen-
tence. For example, a correct response to the sentence
“Ready Baron, go to blue 3 now” would include the color
“blue” and the numeral “3.” Responses were given by the
listener clicking a computer mouse on the appropriately col-
ored and numbered box on a computer screen. The eight
numbered response boxes were arranged in four �2�2� col-
ored panels �3�3 with the middle space vacant�. After a
response was entered, the listener clicked on another box in
the center of the screen to present the next trial. Feedback
regarding the accuracy of the response was not provided.

At the beginning of the first session, listeners were pre-

sented a block of 30 trials with no maskers in order to famil-
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iarize them with the task. During this familiarization the
level of the target message was varied randomly over a 20
dB range �35–55 dB SPL� in 5 dB steps. This procedure
verified that the target would be audible with no noise or
speech masker for the lowest levels to be tested. Performance
was required to be at or near 100% at each level in order for
the listener to proceed. All listeners passed this test.

Testing was designed to estimate a full psychometric
function on each listener in each condition. Ideally, at the
lowest target level tested performance would be very low
�near chance� and at the highest level would be near perfect
�100% correct�. Each function contained a minimum of five
target levels. One or more practice blocks of 30 or 60 trials
were completed in each condition to establish the appropriate
levels. During the practice phase, the four stimulus condi-
tions were tested in a fixed order: �1� monaural, �2� modu-
lated noise masker, �3� female speech masker, and �4� male
speech masker. For the test phase, the four conditions were
presented in random order. For each condition, 240–300 test
trials were completed, resulting in at least 48 trials for five of
the levels tested. Adult listeners and children over the age of
6 years were tested in blocks of 60 trials. The 5 year-old
children were tested in 30-trial blocks. Sessions typically
lasted 1.5–2 h. Adults required two or three sessions to com-
plete the experiment and children required at three to six
sessions to finish.

D. Data analysis

After verifying the absence of practice effects with split-
half analyses, all the data from each individual listener in
each condition were combined. Psychometric functions were
estimated from these data using the procedures described by
Wichman and Hill �2001a, 2001b�. Three parameters were
estimated for each function: threshold �target/masker ratio
corresponding to 51% correct�, upper asymptote and slope.
For each parameter, a bootstrapped estimate of the 95% con-
fidence limits was also generated. The data presented here
consist mainly of the threshold estimates and confidence lim-
its for individual listeners in each condition.

Developmental trends and individual differences were
assessed by fitting exponential decay functions �y=aebx+c�
to relate the threshold data to age �e.g., Hartley et al., 2000;
Schneider et al., 1989�. The function parameters estimate the
extent of decline �a�, the rate of decline �b� and the
asymptotic threshold �c�. In order that the parameter estimat-
ing extent of decline could easily be interpreted relative to
age 5 years �the age of the youngest listener tested in this
study�, 5 was subtracted from the actual age when fitting the
functions. The deviations from fitted functions �residuals�
were used to assess individual differences. Additionally, in-
dividual differences obtained in this study were compared to
the individual differences from previous studies that in-
volved an ipsilateral speech masker �Wightman and Kistler,
2005; Wightman et al., 2006�. Because of the non-
monotonicity of the psychometric functions obtained in those
studies, each listener’s percent-correct performance at a
target/masker ratio of 0 dB was used instead of threshold

T/M ratios to examine individual differences.
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III. RESULTS

A primary concern when conducting auditory research
on children is the quality of the data. Children are notori-
ously inattentive in ways that may not be obvious, so con-
tamination of the data with these non-sensory effects can be
an issue. Although not all non-sensory factors can be con-
trolled, one kind of attention can be monitored by examining
a listener’s performance when conditions suggest it should
be near perfect. This is one of the reasons why full psycho-
metric functions are estimated. If the upper asymptote of the
function is not near 100%, one obvious conclusion is that the
listener was not paying attention on a certain proportion of
the trials �Wightman and Allen, 1992�. Fortunately, in this
study, nearly all of the children had psychometric functions
with upper asymptotes above 95% correct, as verified by the
fitting procedure �Wichmann and Hill, 2001a, 2001b�. The
only exceptions were the speech masker conditions of one
7-year-old and several of the 5-year-olds. Other measures of
data quality might include the size of the 95% confidence
limits on the threshold estimates. The 95% confidence limits

FIG. 1. Sample fitted psychometric function data from 8 adults. The data we
listeners whose data are plotted in the top row represent the “better” perform
both is given at the top of each column.
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 except t
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are naturally dependent on the slope of the psychometric
function. Although the children produced psychometric func-
tions with more shallow slopes in some of the conditions,
there was no evidence of increases in confidence limits be-
yond that expected to result from the shallow psychometric
functions. We conclude that the data obtained from the chil-
dren in this study are of the same quality as the data from the
adults.

Figures 1 and 2 show representative data from eight
adults �Fig. 1� and from eight children �Fig. 2� in the four
conditions of the experiment. The figures show data from
two listeners �rows� at each of four ages �columns�. These
specific children and adults were chosen for display because
their performance reflected the large individual differences in
thresholds obtained at each age. Note that, for these listeners,
the functions from the monaural control condition �no con-
tralateral masker� and the condition in which a modulated
noise was used as a contralateral masker are virtually iden-
tical. Note also that the rightward shift of the functions in the
male and female contralateral speech masker conditions, re-

lected to represent the range of performance obtained at each age. Thus, the
d the data in the bottom row are from the “poorer” performers. The age for
re se
ers an
he data are from children.
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flecting informational masking, is highly listener dependent,
but greater for the children than for the adults. Consider, for
example, the two listeners aged 48 years �Fig. 1�. The lis-
tener in the top panel showed no informational masking and
the listener in the bottom panel showed about 5 dB of infor-
mational masking. A similar pattern can be observed in the
data of the two children aged 11 years �Fig. 2�, although the
amount of informational masking for one child �bottom
panel� was over 10 dB. Finally, note that for all of the listen-
ers shown there is no difference between the functions from
the male masker condition and the female masker condition.

Figure 3 shows the thresholds estimated from the psy-
chometric functions of all listeners in all four conditions. The
data are plotted on a log-age axis to emphasize the large
change in performance at the younger ages. The fitted expo-
nential functions relating threshold to age, the estimated pa-
rameters, and R2 values are also shown. Note that the expo-
nential functions fit to the data in each of the four conditions
accounted for more than 63% of the total variance. Several
conclusions seem warranted given this display. First, the con-
tralateral modulated noise masker had no effect; thresholds
were the same in this condition as in the monaural control
condition, as confirmed by the nearly identical parameters of
the exponential function fits. Second, consistent with previ-
ous reports, thresholds in the baseline and the contralateral
noise conditions were slightly elevated in children under the
age of 10 years, with the youngest children demonstrating
about a 5 dB elevation. Function fits in the two conditions
predicted a 4.6 dB decrease in threshold with asymptotic
values of �8.6 dB in the monaural and the modulated noise
conditions. Third, there was no average difference in thresh-
olds obtained with the male and female contralateral

FIG. 3. Threshold target/masker ratios as a function of listener age for the
four conditions. The experimental condition is indicated in the inset of each
panel. The solid curves are exponential fits to the data, with the best-fitting
equation given in the inset of each panel.
maskers, although for some children the difference was sub-
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stantial. For each of the 60 listeners, comparisons between
the male and female masker conditions were made using the
95% confidence intervals for the threshold estimates. Two of
the children showed more informational masking with the
female masker while six children had more informational
masking with the male masker. None of the adult thresholds
were statistically different. The exponential function fits in
the male and female masker conditions also produced nearly
identical parameters. The similarity of thresholds with both
male and female contralateral maskers implies no release
from informational masking with a masker talker of different
gender than the target talker, a result that is inconsistent with
the general findings when both masker and target are in the
same ear �Brungart, 2001b; Wightman and Kistler, 2005�.
Fourth, there was an estimated 13 dB decrease in informa-
tional masking over the childhood years as indicated by the
differences in the a parameters of the fitted functions be-
tween the male/female conditions and the monaural control
condition.

Figure 4 shows the differences between individual
thresholds and the estimates derived from the exponential fits
�residuals� in the three contralateral conditions. Individual
differences were relatively small in the contralateral noise
condition and were greater in the female and male masker
conditions. Although the effect is not large, it is clear that
individual differences are largest in the children between 7
and 12 years of age and smallest in the adults. This result is
generally consistent with results from our previous studies of
informational masking in children �Wightman et al., 2003;
Wightman and Kistler, 2005; Wightman et al., 2006�.

In speech informational masking experiments, analysis
of the errors made by listeners can sometimes be revealing
about the nature of the masking involved, or, stated differ-
ently, about the strategies used by listeners to segregate the
target from the masker. For example, in the CRM experi-
ments reported by Brungart and Simpson �2002a� and in our
previous CRM experiments �Wightman and Kistler, 2005;

FIG. 4. Differences �in dB� between fitted curves and individual threshold
values �residuals� for all listeners in the three contralateral masker condi-
tions.
Wightman et al., 2006�, an analysis showed that many of the
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errors contained elements of the masker phrase�s�. In other
words, when the listener failed to name the correct color and
number, either the color or the number or both that were
named came from the masker. These intrusion errors suggest
that listeners were processing both messages and were failing
to identify or to report which was the correct one �in other
words, a failure of the segregation strategy.� However, be-
cause errors occurred mainly when the target/masker ratio
was negative, the fact that the responses included masker
components might simply reflect the listeners’ choice of the
louder of the two messages �choice of an inappropriate seg-
regation strategy.� Unfortunately, the data offer only limited
leverage on this distinction. Although the overall pattern of
errors in the current study is quite similar to that reported in
previous studies, an analysis of these errors is not included
here.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results reported here are generally consistent with
our previous reports on informational masking in children
�Wightman et al., 2003; Wightman and Kistler, 2005; Wight-
man et al., 2006�, and they reinforce our conclusion that
informational masking is greater in children than in adults.
The fact that this age effect lasts until the teenage years
indirectly supports a connection between informational
masking and the mechanisms and processes of attention. The
process of focusing on a target message while attempting to
ignore distracting messages is obviously a kind of selective
attention. Several behavioral and electrophysiological studies
suggest continued development of certain aspects of selec-
tive attention well into adolescence �Berman and Friedman,
1995; Coch et al., 2005; Doyle, 1973; Gomes et al., 2000;
Ridderinkhof and van der Stelt, 2000; Zukier and Hagen,
1978�. Also, given the relatively rapid average change in the
impact of informational masking between the ages of six and
12 years �Fig. 3�, it is perhaps not surprising that individual
variability is highest in this age range �Fig. 4�. This result is
readily explained by individual differences in the develop-
ment of attention skills �Doyle, 1973; Gomes et al., 2000�
and is seen in all of our studies of informational masking in
children �Wightman et al., 2003; Wightman and Kistler,
2005; Wightman et al., 2006�.

Modern theories of attention �e.g., Pashler, 1998� argue
that attention involves both bottom-up sensory processes and
top-down cognitive processes. In the case of auditory atten-
tion, the bottom-up sensory processes might include those
that are used to attend to one ear or the other, and the top-
down processes might include those that mediate source seg-
regation on the basis of linguistic or phonological param-
eters. In this context, the development of auditory attention
can be viewed as involving differential development of both
bottom-up and top-down processes.

The role of bottom-up attentional processes has been
examined in studies of event-related brain potentials in
adults �Woldorff et al., 1993�. The results of these studies
can be interpreted as reflecting the adult ability to attend
selectively to one or the other ear in a dichotic listening

paradigm. This ability is also called “early selection” �Broad-
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bent, 1958� and is an important feature of some modern theo-
ries of attention �Ridderinkhof and van der Stelt, 2000�.
Early selection is usually thought to be mediated by physical
properties of the stimulus, and, in the case of dichotic audi-
tory stimuli, those properties would include the ear that is
stimulated. It is possible that this early selection process is
less well developed in children. However, the fact that our
results reveal no additional masking with a noise stimulus in
the non-target ear does suggest that children can differentiate
between the two ears, depending on the stimulus properties,
and thus that some components of their “early selection”
mechanisms are intact.

Indirect evidence for the development of the top-down
processes comes from studies of the role of the prefrontal
cortex. It has been suggested that attending to a specific
stimulus and filtering out competing stimuli involves pre-
frontal mediation �for a review see Miller and Cohen, 2001�.
That the prefrontal cortex may not be fully developed until
late adolescence �Casey et al., 2005� might explain our find-
ings that increased informational masking persists until at
least 12 years of age.

Unlike most previous experiments on informational
masking of speech, the only source of informational masking
in this experiment was presented to the ear contralateral to
the target. One previous study of speech informational mask-
ing �Brungart and Simpson, 2002b� included a condition
nearly identical to the male contralateral masker condition of
our experiment. In that study the male target talker was
masked by speech spectrum noise, and the target threshold
was at a T/M ratio of about �7 dB, very close to the average
value for adults ��8.7 dB� obtained in the current study �Fig.
3�. When a speech masker �male talker� was presented to the
contralateral ear, Brungart and Simpson reported a threshold
T/M of about �4 dB, which was also very close to our own
result of �4.5 dB �Fig. 3�

The most notable differences between the results of this
study and others are related to the fact that decreasing the
similarity of the masker to the target �i.e., by changing from
a male masker to a female masker� led to very little release
from informational masking. For most children and adults,
there was no difference between thresholds in the two con-
ditions. In most informational masking experiments, with
target and masker presented to the same ear, decreasing the
similarity of the target and the masker�s� leads to substantial
improvements in performance. Our own previous experiment
with an ipsilateral female masker �Wightman and Kistler,
2005� produced about an 8 dB improvement for adult listen-
ers, although the non-monotonicity of the psychometric
functions complicated the assessment of the exact amount of
masking release. At a T/M ratio of 0 dB, the adult listeners in
the previous study improved from 70% correct with a male
masker to about 95% with a female masker. This is compa-
rable to the improvement of 25%, from 60% correct to 85%,
reported by Brungart �2001b� at the same T/M ratio.

The lack of masking release with a female masker sug-
gests that masking with a contralateral speech masker in-
volves somewhat different attentional/masking processes
than masking with an ipsilateral masker. Thus, since ipsilat-

eral and contralateral maskers may be processed differently,
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the data argue against any model of informational masking in
which information from the two ears is simply summed
�Brungart and Simpson, 2007�. The data are also inconsistent
with Treisman’s filter theory of attention �Treisman, 1964�,
which suggests that the signal in the unattended ear is attenu-
ated and then combined with the signal in the target ear
before further processing. Such a model would predict no
difference in the patterns of intrusions in the ipsilateral and
contralateral masker conditions. However, the data from the
current experiment provide support for some aspects of
Brungart and Simpson’s “integrated strategy model” �Brun-
gart and Simpson, 2007�. This model suggests that, in some
conditions, the strategy that listeners use to segregate the
target from the ipsilateral masker is also used to process the
contralateral masker. In our case the ipsilateral masker was
noise so the listener would be expected to adopt some kind
of “energetic” strategy, given that masking was entirely en-
ergetic. If the same strategy were applied to the contralateral
speech masker, it seems reasonable to expect no difference in
masking effectiveness between same-sex and opposite-sex
maskers.

The current measures of individual differences are dif-
ferent from what has been previously described in studies of
speech informational masking, although there are few data
with which they can be easily compared. In general, indi-
vidual differences obtained here are smaller than those pre-
viously reported in studies involving maskers and targets in
the same ear �especially in adults�, and the age at which the
individual differences are greatest is younger �Wightman and
Kistler, 2005; Wightman et al., 2006�. This suggests that the
attentional processes tapped in the current and previous ex-
periments may involve different mechanisms/strategies that
develop at different rates.

The hypothesis that different attentional strategies or
mechanisms may be involved in the ipsilateral and contralat-
eral masker conditions is supported by the results reported by
Leech et al. �2007�. In that study, listeners were asked to
identify a key word in sentences of varying semantic com-
plexity. Continuous, unrelated distracting speech was pre-
sented either to the same ear as the target sentence or to the
opposite ear at a T/M ratio of 0 dB. The results from 61
adults and 348 children �aged 5–18 years�, in the form of
percent correct as a function of inverse-transformed age,
were well fit by linear functions. The slopes of these func-
tions were significantly different in the ipsilateral and the
contralateral ear conditions and suggested that performance
in the ipsilateral condition reached adult levels later than
performance in the contralateral condition. Figure 5 shows a
comparable analysis of the results from the current study
�contralateral male condition, proportion correct at T/M ratio
of 0 dB� and the results from 90 children and adults �ages
5–62� in the ipsilateral �male� masker condition �percent cor-
rect at T/M ratio of 0 dB� from two of our previous studies
�Wightman and Kistler, 2005; Wightman et al., 2006� and
from unpublished data collected in our laboratory. For indi-
viduals who participated in more than one study, only data
from the first study was included. Because the data repre-
sented percent correct scores, logistic functions were used to

fit smooth curves to the data. The general forms of the cur-
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rent functions relating performance to age are very similar to
those from the Leech et al. �2007� study, in spite of large
differences in procedure and stimuli. The fact that the 95%
confidence intervals of the function slopes for the ipsilateral
data ��0.047, 0.061�� and for the contralateral data ��0.130,
0.178�� do not overlap indicates a significantly slower rate of
change for the ipsilateral masker. This suggests a longer de-
velopmental course for performance in the ipsilateral masker
condition than in the contralateral masker condition. Com-
bined with the observation that, with a contralateral masker
talker, gender does not appear to be a salient segregation cue,
the results of the current study indicate that target-masker
segregation is mediated by different processes when the
masker is in the same ear as the target than when it is the
opposite ear. This result could have important implications
for interpretation of the results of experiments on the release
from informational masking produced by spatial separation
of target and masker �Arbogast et al., 2002; Brungart and
Simpson, 2002a; Freyman et al., 1999; Litovsky, 2005;
Noble and Perrett, 2002�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The experiment reported here measured informational
masking in a speech task in a sample of 60 children and
adults using a paradigm that allowed isolation of energetic
and informational masking by presenting speech targets and
maskers to opposite ears. Consistent with previous results,
informational masking was larger in children than in adults.
A novel finding was that the informational masking produced
by male and female masker talkers was about the same. This
finding stands in sharp contrast with results of ipsilateral
speech masking studies which report a large release from
informational masking for female maskers and male targets.
The pattern of individual differences was also different than

FIG. 5. Proportion correct at 0 dB T/M ratio as a function of listener age for
the contralateral male masker condition in the current experiment and for the
ipsilateral male masker condition from two earlier experiments �Wightman
and Kistler, 2005; Wightman et al., 2006�. Previously unpublished data from
additional listeners in the ipsilateral condition are also included. The solid
and dashed lines represent logistic functions fit to the data in the two con-
ditions.
in previous ipsilateral speech informational masking studies
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in that the largest individual differences were observed in the
younger children and not in the early teen-aged children.
These two results were interpreted to suggest that the infor-
mational masking produced by ipsilateral and contralateral
maskers may be mediated by different mechanisms or pro-
cesses.
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